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Introduction

We report constraints on  for low-mass GWTC-2 events 
(long-inspiral regime):  
GW151226, GW170608, GW190707, GW190720, 
GW190728, GW190924

Λ

Related works
- Tidal tests: Johnson-McDaniel+2018 (Constraints on Boson stars 
by future BBH detections) 
- SIQM tests: ① Krishnendu+2019 (GW151226 & GW170608);       
② O3 TGR paper 2020 (GWTC-2 events)

Measuring tidal deformability  and SIQM  by GW  
→ Tests of GR
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spin-induced quadrupole moment
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Exotic compact objects (ECOs)

1.3 Nature of Dark Matter. 5
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Figure 1.3: Schematic classification of dark compact objects. Compactness of ECOs is expressed as the gravitational
redshift at the surface: objects with a photon-sphere have z & 1.7, the Buchdhal’s limit corresponds to z = 3, the clean
photon-sphere condition [86] requires z & 7.9, Planck-scale corrections correspond to z & 1020, and a BH has infinite
redshift. Objects in the same category have similar dynamical properties. Boxes refer to known ECO models and the
case of an ordinary NS (z ⇡ 1) is reported as a reference.

interact electromagnetically or any electromagnetic (EM) signal from the surface of the compact object might
be highly redshifted [86]. Example GW signatures from the inspiral epoch include dipole radiation as well as
the variety of matter effects as in the case of NSs [96] (see, Chapter 2).

An ECO could be parameterized by the gravitational redshift zg near its surface (see Fig. 1.3). This
parameter can change by several orders of magnitude depending on the model. BHs have zg ! • while
NSs and the most compact theoretically constructed boson stars have zg ⇠ O(1). Thus, for sufficiently
large values of zg compact objects could behave like BHs with increasing precision. Studies of geodesic
motion and quasi-normal modes indicate that ECOs with zg . 1.4 display internal structure effects that can be
discerned in future GW observations. For larger values of zg, ECOs mimic BHs [99, 86, 100] as departures
are redshifted to ever smaller values. Interestingly, models of near-horizon quantum structures—motivated by
various scenarios [75–77, 82]—can reach redshifts as high as zg ⇠ O(1020) for ECOs in the frequency band
of ground-based detectors. GWs could be our only hope to detect or rule them out.

Additionally, while the ringdown signal can be qualitatively similar to that of a BH, quasi-normal modes
of, e.g., gravastars, axion stars and boson stars, are different from Kerr BHs [10]. 3G detectors will have
unprecedented ability to extract such modes. In addition to gravitational modes, matter modes might be
excited in the ringdown of an extremely compact object, akin to fluid modes excited in a remnant NS [96]. In
the case of certain BH mimickers the prompt ringdown signal is identical to that of a BH; however, these
objects generically support quasi-bound trapped modes which produce a modulated train of pulses at late
time. These modes appear after a delay time whose characteristics are key to test Planckian corrections at the
horizon scale that could be explored with 3G detectors [86].

1.3 Nature of Dark Matter.

The exquisite ability of 3G detectors to probe the population and dynamics of electromagnetically dark
objects throughout the Universe and harness deep insights on gravity can help reveal the nature of dark matter
and answer key questions about its origin.
Black holes as dark matter candidates: LIGO and Virgo discoveries have revived interest in the possibility
that dark matter could be composed, in part, of BHs of masses ⇠ 0.1–100M� [101–103]. Such BHs might
have been produced from the collapse of large primordial density fluctuations in the very early Universe or
during inflation [104, 105]. The exact distribution of masses depends on the model of inflation, and might be
further affected by processes in the early Universe such as the quantum-chromodynamic phase transition [106].

[GWIC-3G_science-case]

ECO: Alternatives to BH in GR 
Motivation: Avoidance spacial singularity in BH, solution for 
information loss problem of BH

ECO modify GWs and tidal deformability and SIQM is useful to test 
deviation from BBH in GR (Λ=0 & δκ=0). 
If we find deviation from BBH, which provides evidence for existence 
of ECO and hint for new physics.

Compactness
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Tidal deformation

: individual onesΛ1,2 = λ1,2/m5
1,2

Interpreting Binary Neutron Star Mergers 7

Fig. 3 Cartoon depicting the definition of tidal deformability. The tidal field E due to the
spacetime curvature of the companion causes the NS to deform as the matter adjusts to a
new equilibrium configuration. The relevant quantity influencing the GWs is the induced
change in the multipole structure of the NS’s exterior spacetime Q. The multipoles are also
impacted by spin effects, and dynamical tidal effects.

the presence of a companion is small, with a description of the interaction
zone where the NSs behave almost as point masses with small corrections due
to their finite size [213,442], see also [184,513,281,303,302,535]. For weakly
self-gravitating bodies described by PN gravity see also the seminal series of
papers by Damour, Soffel, Xu [164]. As will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4, the
multipole moments defined for the spacetime in the vicinity of the NSs play
a key role for communicating information about NS matter between these
descriptions. The multipole structure is affected by a variety of tidal effects,
spins, and more complicated spin-tidal interactions. In addition to affecting
the dynamics, the NS’ multipole moments also give rise to additional imprints
on the asymptotic gravitational radiation. The radiation can be described by
double perturbation expansion around flat spacetime and an infinite series of
radiative multipole moments, as explained in detail in the review article [86].
The radiative moments are related in a complicated way, i.e., nonlinearly and
non-locally in retarded time, to the total multipole moments of the binary
system, which comprise contributions from the orbital motion and the NSs’
multipoles. Problems such as the relativistic two-body problem that involve
different scales can also efficiently be treated with effective-field-theory meth-
ods, see [335,436,466,219] for comprehensive reviews and references.

2.2.1 Dominant tidal effects

In Newtonian gravity, tidal effects arise from the response of the NS to the
gradient of the companion’s gravitational field across its matter distribution.
From the perspective of the NS, the companion is orbiting and produces a time-
varying tidal field that slowly sweeps up in frequency. This quasi-periodic tidal
forcing can excite characteristic oscillation modes in the NS that depend on
the properties of matter in its interior. These concepts carry over to a General
Relativistic description, where the modes are the NS’s quasi-normal modes. A
NS has a broad spectrum of modes [300], several of which have sufficiently low
frequencies to be relevant for the inspiral. The tidal excitation can either be a

[Dietrich, Hinderer, Samajdar 2020]

When binary orbital 
separations are small, each star 
is tidally distorted by its 
companion.

Q = − λE

[Flanagan & Hinderer 2007; 
Damour, Nagar, Villain 2012] 4

Q: (tidal induced) quadrupole momenttidal deformability: λ=- ε: companion's tidal field

binary tidal deformability, mass-weighted combination of Λ1,2

decreases. The deformation of each body will have an effect
on the rate at which the bodies coalesce. BNS systems
therefore depart from the point-particle approximation at
high frequencies and require an additional correction to the
energy and luminosity of the system relative to the point-
particle terms.
Since a NS in a binary system will deform under the tidal

influence of its companion, its quadrupole moment Qij
must be related to the tidal field Eij caused by its
companion. For a single NS, to leading order in the
quasistationary approximation and ignoring resonance,

Qij ¼ −λEij; (1)

where λ ¼ ð2=3Þk2R5=G parametrizes the amount that a
NS deforms [10]. The i and j are spatial tensor indices, k2 is
the second Love number, and R is the NS’s radius. Since λ
parametrizes the severity of a NS’s deformation under a
given tidal field, it must depend on the NS EOS. NSs with
large radii will more easily be deformed by the external
tidal field, because there will be a more extreme gravita-
tional gradient over their radius. For a fixed mass, NSs with
large radii are also referred to as having a stiff EOS, and,
for the same mass, NSs with small radii have a soft EOS.
Therefore, NSs that have large values of λ will have large
radii, a stiff EOS, and become severely deformed in BNS
systems; on the other hand, NSs that have small values of λ
will have small radii, a soft EOS, and will be less severely
deformed in these systems.
Tidal effects are most important at small separations and

therefore at high frequencies in BNS systems. Tidal correc-
tions to the energy δEtidal and tidal corrections to the
luminosity δLtidal add linearly to the point-particle energy
EPP and luminosity LPP. Though the leading-order tidal
correction is a Newtonian effect, it is often referred to as a
5 PN correction, because it appears at 5 PN order relative to
the leading-order point-particle term. In this work, we keep
the leading-order (5 PN) and next-to-leading-order (6 PN)
corrections to the energy and luminosity [28]:
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The total mass is M ¼ m1 þm2, where m1 and m2 are
the component masses, η ¼ m1m2=M2 is the symmetric
mass ratio, x ¼ ðπGMfgw=c3Þ2=3 is the PN expansion
parameter, fgw ¼ 2forb is the GW frequency, forb is the
binary’s orbital frequency, and χ1 ¼ m1=M and χ2 ¼
m2=M are the two mass fractions. Note that the PN order
is labeled by the exponent on x inside the square brackets,
which is why these terms are referred to as 5PN and 6PN
corrections. Since the 5PN and 6PN tidal correction
coefficients multiply x5 and x6, respectively, these effects
will be insignificant at low frequencies and increasingly
more significant at higher frequencies (x ∼ f2=3orb ), as antici-
pated. The Appendix derives each tidally corrected PN
waveform family from Eqs. (2) and (3).
The point-particle energy and luminosity are only known

to 3.5 PN order [14]. However, we add tidal corrections to
the energy and luminosity that appear at 5 PN and 6 PN
orders without knowing the higher-order point-particle
terms. The justification for including the tidal corrections
has typically been that they are always associated with the
large coefficient GλA½c2=ðGmAÞ&5 ∼ ½c2RA=ðGmAÞ&5 ∼ 105

[10]. Therefore, although they appear at high PN orders, the
effect of the tidal terms on the binary’s orbit are comparable
to the effects of the 3 PN and 3.5 PN point-particle terms.
However, this claim was contradicted in Ref. [24] because
the tidal corrections are actually associated with the
coefficient ½c2R=ðGMÞ&5 ∼ 103 ≪ ½c2RA=ðGmAÞ&5, which
is apparent from the form of Eqs. (2) and (3). We show in
Sec. VA that not knowing the higher-order PN point-
particle terms leads to significant systematic error when
recovering tidal parameters. Yagi and Yunes in Ref. [24]
and Favata in Ref. [25] also discussed the importance of
these unknown point-particle terms.

B. Reparametrization of tidal parameters

It becomes convenient to reparametrize the tidal param-
eters ðλ1; λ2Þ in terms of purely dimensionless parameters,
which we call ð ~Λ; δ ~ΛÞ [25]. Inspired by the ~λ from
Ref. [10], ~Λ ¼ 32G~λ½c2=ðGMÞ&5 is essentially the entire
5 PN tidal correction in all of the PN waveform families,
while the 6 PN tidal correction is a linear combination of ~Λ
and δ ~Λ. For example, the tidal corrections to the TaylorF2
phase later derived in Eq. (A26) of the Appendix can
equivalently be expressed as follows:
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Tidal deformability

Λ=0: BH in GR 
 (Schwarzschild BH [Binnington&Poisson2009; Damour&Nagar2009], 
 Kerr BH [Poisson2015; Pani+2015; Landry&Poisson2015]), 
Λ=100-1000: Neutron Stars (NSs) [Lattimer&Prakash2004].  
 (<900 by GW170817 [LVC 2018]) 
Λ≠0: exotic compact objects (ECOs),  
  boson stars, gravastars, wormhole, quantum correction to BH

For gravastar Λ<0. [Uchikata, Yoshida, Pani 2016]

Tidal tests: Johnson-McDaniel+2018 (Constraints on Boson stars by 
future BBH detections)

Λ
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Spin-induced quadrupole moment (SIQM)
deformation due to compact object’s spin

Q = − (1 + δκ)χ2m3

δκ=0: BH [Poisson 1998], 
δκ~2-20: spinning NS [Laarakkers 1997; Pappas 2012], 
δκ~10-150: spinning boson stars [Ryan 1997], 
For gravastar δκ< 0 is possible [Uchikata+2016].

SIQM tests: ① Krishnendu+2019 (GW151226 & GW170608); ② 
O3 TGR paper 2020 (GWTC-2 events)

δκ

6

δκs = (δκ1 + δκ2)/2



- Post-Newtonian inspiral waveform model: 
TaylorF2-5.5PN (TF2g) + Tidal + SIQM

Our analysis

- Point-particle (TF2g): 0-5.5 PN, 
- Spin (aligned-spin): 1.5-3 PN, SIQM: 2-3PN, 
- Tides: 5-7.5 PN.

Ψ( f ) = ΨBBH + ΨSIQM + Ψtidal

- TF2-5.5PN [Messina, Dudi, Nagar, Bernuzzi, 2019] 
- SIQM [Krishnendu+ 2017] 
- PNTidal [Damour, Nagar, Villain, 2012; Henry, Faye, Blanchet, 2020]

Refs.

- Bayesian inference library: Nested sampling in LALSUITE

7

spin terms at other PN orders help 
to break degeneracies, e.g., q− χeff

adding higher-order PN terms 
to prevent  biasingΛ̃

- Priors: uniform in [-3000, 3000] on  and , uniform in [-200, 200] on Λ̃ δΛ̃ δκ1,2

- Amplitude up to 3PN for BBH (PP & spin)

- Phase

Λ δκ



Event selection
Low-mass events: 

higher cutoff frequency > 120 Hz  
and larger inspiral SNR > 9

See Table V in O3a Test of GR paper 2010.14529
8

Event fhigh [Hz] ρinsp

GW151226 150 11.1

GW170608 180 14.8

GW190707 160 12.2

GW190720 125 9.2

GW190728 160 11.4

GW190924 175 11.8

fhigh denotes the cutoff frequency 
divide the inspiral and post-inspiral 

regimes.



Results for the 
largest SNR event 
GW170608

9
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Tidal constraints on GW170608

Almost no change for  by 
adding SIQM parameters

Λ̃fhigh=180 Hz

Consistent with GR, 
 at the 90% CRΛ̃ = 0

The 90% symmetric credible range 
of : [-1213, 523]Λ̃

Λ
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SIQM constraints on GW170608

Consistent with GR,  
 at the 90% CRδκs = 0

The median of  is shifted 
zero by adding tidal 
deformability, since spins 
become unmeasurable.

δκs
fhigh=180 Hz

̶̶- TF2g 
̶ - - TF2g_Tidal 
- - - - TF2g_SIQM 
̶ ̶ TF2g_Tidal_SIQM

PDF

They are weighted by dividing the 
original prior: uniform on .δκ1,2

δκ
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Tidal and SIQM constraints on GW170608

The corner plots of  and  from GW170608 
with uniform priors on ,  and .

Λ̃ δκs

Λ̃ δΛ̃ δκ1,2

-  degeneracy: 
slightly negative correlation
δκs Λ̃

̶- TF2g_Tidal_SIQM 
fhigh=180 Hz

Consistent with GR,  
and  at the 90% CR

Λ̃ = 0
δκs = 0

δκΛ



Results for  
low-mass GWTC-2 

events: 
GW151226, GW170608, 
GW190707, GW190720, 

GW190728, and GW190924
13



Tidal constraints on six events
The corner plots of  and  from six low-mass events.Λ̃ δκs

14

8

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 1 but for GW151226 (red
dashed), GW170608 (green solid), GW190707 (blue dot-
dashed), GW190720 (cyan dash-dotdotted), GW190728 (ma-
genta loosely dashed), GW190924 (orange dotted), using the
TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model by setting fhigh = 150, 180,
160, 125, 160, and 175 Hz, respectively. These constraints
show that all events are consistent with BBH in GR (⇤̃ = 0).

TABLE II. The 90% symmetric credible ranges of ⇤̃, the log-
arithm of the Bayes factors between binary ECO and BBH,
i.e., log10 BF

ECO
BBH, and SNRs for GW151226, GW170608,

GW190707, GW190720, GW190728, GW190924, and the re-
sult combining six events using the TF2g Tidal SIQM wave-
form model with respective fhigh. For individual events,
log10 BF

ECO
BBH are negative, thus favoring the BBH in

GR compared to binary ECO. For the combined case,
log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total is also negative, thus disfavoring binary

ECO.

Event fhigh [Hz] ⇤̃ log10 BF
ECO
BBH SNR

GW151226 150 [�1466, 623] -0.52 10.7
GW170608 180 [�1213, 522] -2.1 14.7
GW190707 160 [�593, 1556] -2.1 11.2
GW190720 125 [�1366, 1880] -1.2 9.2
GW190728 160 [�1250, 1159] -1.9 12.1
GW190924 175 [�2022, 1210] -2.2 11.4
Combined - - -10.1 -

TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model as templates. The ob-
tained results are the first constraints on the tidal de-
formability of the events classified as BBH in GWTC-
2 events, motivated by ECO hypotheses. We found
that all events that we have analyzed are consistent
with BBH mergers in GR. The logarithmic Bayes fac-
tor log10 BF

ECO
BBH for individual events are less than -

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 3 but for GW151226
(red), GW170608 (green), GW190707 (blue), GW190720
(cyan), GW190728 (magenta), GW190924 (orange) using the
TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model for fhigh = 150, 180, 160,
125, 160, and 175 Hz, respectively. These constraints show
that all events are consistent with BBH in GR (⇤̃ = �s = 0).

2.0 except for GW151226 and GW190728, thus favoring
the BBH in GR compared to binary ECO by Bayesian
model selection. The combined logarithmic Bayes factor
between binary ECO and BBH is log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total =

�10.1, which means that the ECO or non-GR model
(with Tidal and SIQM parameters) is also disfavored
compared to BBH in GR.
In this paper, we used the inspiral-only waveform

model as templates because there is no robust predic-
tion waveform of the merger-ringdown regimes of binary
ECO merger. It might be interesting to use a toy model
for post-contact regimes of binary ECOs, which has been
recently derived [30]. Also, GW echoes could be used to
examine post-merger regime. Such extensions including
the waveform after the inspiral regime would allow us to
analyze heavy-mass events and to put a di↵erent type of
constraints on ECO hypothesis.
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of deviation from GR
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form model with respective fhigh. For individual events,
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BBH are negative, thus favoring the BBH in

GR compared to binary ECO. For the combined case,
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ECO
BBH,total is also negative, thus disfavoring binary
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Event fhigh [Hz] ⇤̃ log10 BF
ECO
BBH SNR

GW151226 150 [�1466, 623] -0.52 10.7
GW170608 180 [�1213, 522] -2.1 14.7
GW190707 160 [�593, 1556] -2.1 11.2
GW190720 125 [�1366, 1880] -1.2 9.2
GW190728 160 [�1250, 1159] -1.9 12.1
GW190924 175 [�2022, 1210] -2.2 11.4
Combined - - -10.1 -

TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model as templates. The ob-
tained results are the first constraints on the tidal de-
formability of the events classified as BBH in GWTC-
2 events, motivated by ECO hypotheses. We found
that all events that we have analyzed are consistent
with BBH mergers in GR. The logarithmic Bayes fac-
tor log10 BF

ECO
BBH for individual events are less than -

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 3 but for GW151226
(red), GW170608 (green), GW190707 (blue), GW190720
(cyan), GW190728 (magenta), GW190924 (orange) using the
TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model for fhigh = 150, 180, 160,
125, 160, and 175 Hz, respectively. These constraints show
that all events are consistent with BBH in GR (⇤̃ = �s = 0).

2.0 except for GW151226 and GW190728, thus favoring
the BBH in GR compared to binary ECO by Bayesian
model selection. The combined logarithmic Bayes factor
between binary ECO and BBH is log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total =

�10.1, which means that the ECO or non-GR model
(with Tidal and SIQM parameters) is also disfavored
compared to BBH in GR.
In this paper, we used the inspiral-only waveform

model as templates because there is no robust predic-
tion waveform of the merger-ringdown regimes of binary
ECO merger. It might be interesting to use a toy model
for post-contact regimes of binary ECOs, which has been
recently derived [30]. Also, GW echoes could be used to
examine post-merger regime. Such extensions including
the waveform after the inspiral regime would allow us to
analyze heavy-mass events and to put a di↵erent type of
constraints on ECO hypothesis.
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The corner plots of  and  from six low-mass events.Λ̃ δκs

Tidal and SIQM constraints on six events

All events are consistent with 
BBH in GR (  and )Λ̃ = 0 δκs = 0
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The non-GR model (with Tidal 
and SIQM) is disfavored 
compared to GR.

δκΛ



Conclusion
- We are implementing the tidal deformability, , and spin-induced 
quadrupole moments (SIQMs), , in TF2g. 
- Analysis on six low-mass GWTC-2 events: GW151226, 
GW170608, GW190707, GW190720, GW190728, and 
GW190924 with TF2g_Tidal_SIQM. 
- We find that all events that we have analyzed to be 
consistent with BBH mergers in GR (  and ). 
- The non-GR model (with Tidal and SIQM parameters) is 
disfavored compared to GR.

Λ
δκ

Λ̃ = 0 δκs = 0

Future work
- Improvement of waveform model by extension to post-inspiral 
regimes of binary ECOs
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logBFECOvsBBH fhigh TF2g_Amp TF2_Amp

GW151226 150 -0.52 -0.67

GW170608 180 -2.11 -1.65

GW190707 160 -2.1 -1.95

GW190720 125 -1.24 -1.31

GW190728 160 -1.92 -1.89

GW190814 140 × -3.81

GW190924 175 -2.18 -2.13

Combined - -10.07 -13.41

Tidal and SIQM constraints



Tidal constraints with TF2_Tidal_SIQM
The corner plots of  and  from seven low-mass events.Λ̃ δκs
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All events are consistent with 
BBH in GR ( ), no evidence 
of deviation from GR

Λ̃ = 0

Λ

TF2_Tidal_SIQM
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Appendix A: Results by using TF2 waveform model

While we show the results by using
TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model in Sec. III, we
show the results for seven events added GW190814
by using TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model in this Ap-
pendix. For highly unequal mass ratio events GW190814,
TF2g waveform model do not work well due to setting
the uncalculated terms at high PN-order to zero. We
take the low frequency cuto↵ flow = 20 Hz for Hanford
data and 30 Hz for Livingston data for GW190814 by
following the papers which reported the detection [90]
and the high frequency cuto↵ fhigh = 140 Hz.

We present posteriors of binary tidal deformability
and the SIQMs for GW151226, GW170608, GW190707,
GW190720, GW190728, GW190814 and GW190924 by
using the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model.

Figure 7 shows posteriors of ⇤̃ for seven events using
the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model. Figure 8 shows
the posterior distribution on ⇤̃-�s plane. The 90%
symmetric credible ranges of ⇤̃ are summarized in
Table III, which are [�1580, 471] for GW151226,
[�1336, 344] for GW170608, [�691, 1313] for
GW190707, [�1506, 1557] for GW190720, [�1341, 807]
for GW190728, [�475, 1268] for GW190814, and
[�2005, 1111] for GW190924. Except for GW190814,
systematic uncertainty between TF2g Tidal SIQM and
TF2 Tidal SIQM results remains subdominant to statis-

tical uncertainty.
We show the Bayes factor between the binary ECO

and BBH waveform model, BFECO
BBH in Table III. The

binary ECO hypothesis (the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform
model) is disfavored compared to BBH (the TF2g wave-
form model) for all events. The combined Bayes factor
of seven events are log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total = �13.4 shows that

BBH hypothesis is preferred to the binary ECO hypoth-
esis as shown for TF2g Tidal SIQM.

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5 but for the TF2 Tidal SIQM wave-
form model and GW190814 (purple loosely dotted) is added.
These constraints show that all events are consistent with
BBH in GR (⇤̃ = 0).

TABLE III. The same as Table II but for the
TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model and GW190814 is added.
For both the individual events and the combined case, the log
Bayes factor log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total is negative, thus disfavoring

binary ECO.

Event fhigh [Hz] ⇤̃ log10 BF
ECO
BBH SNR

GW151226 150 [�1580, 471] -0.67 10.7
GW170608 180 [�1336, 344] -1.7 14.7
GW190707 160 [�691, 1313] -2.0 11.2
GW190720 125 [�1506, 1557] -1.3 9.3
GW190728 160 [�1341, 807] -1.9 12.1
GW190814 140 [�475, 1268] -3.8 22.1
GW190924 175 [�2005, 1111] -2.1 11.4
Combined - - -13.4 -
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using the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model.

Figure 7 shows posteriors of ⇤̃ for seven events using
the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model. Figure 8 shows
the posterior distribution on ⇤̃-�s plane. The 90%
symmetric credible ranges of ⇤̃ are summarized in
Table III, which are [�1580, 471] for GW151226,
[�1336, 344] for GW170608, [�691, 1313] for
GW190707, [�1506, 1557] for GW190720, [�1341, 807]
for GW190728, [�475, 1268] for GW190814, and
[�2005, 1111] for GW190924. Except for GW190814,
systematic uncertainty between TF2g Tidal SIQM and
TF2 Tidal SIQM results remains subdominant to statis-

tical uncertainty.
We show the Bayes factor between the binary ECO

and BBH waveform model, BFECO
BBH in Table III. The

binary ECO hypothesis (the TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform
model) is disfavored compared to BBH (the TF2g wave-
form model) for all events. The combined Bayes factor
of seven events are log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total = �13.4 shows that

BBH hypothesis is preferred to the binary ECO hypoth-
esis as shown for TF2g Tidal SIQM.

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 5 but for the TF2 Tidal SIQM wave-
form model and GW190814 (purple loosely dotted) is added.
These constraints show that all events are consistent with
BBH in GR (⇤̃ = 0).

TABLE III. The same as Table II but for the
TF2 Tidal SIQM waveform model and GW190814 is added.
For both the individual events and the combined case, the log
Bayes factor log10 BF

ECO
BBH,total is negative, thus disfavoring

binary ECO.

Event fhigh [Hz] ⇤̃ log10 BF
ECO
BBH SNR

GW151226 150 [�1580, 471] -0.67 10.7
GW170608 180 [�1336, 344] -1.7 14.7
GW190707 160 [�691, 1313] -2.0 11.2
GW190720 125 [�1506, 1557] -1.3 9.3
GW190728 160 [�1341, 807] -1.9 12.1
GW190814 140 [�475, 1268] -3.8 22.1
GW190924 175 [�2005, 1111] -2.1 11.4
Combined - - -13.4 -
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Next, we show the results for other events and model
selection by the Bayes factor combining six events.

FIG. 1. Marginalized posterior PDFs of ⇤̃ for low-mass
event GW170608 with the TF2g Tidal (blue, dashed) and
TF2g Tidal SIQM (red, solid) waveform models. We set
fhigh = 180 Hz. Adding the SIQM terms do not a↵ect the
constraint on the tidal deformability ⇤̃.

TABLE I. The logarithm of the Bayes factors for a sig-
nal compared to Gaussian noise log10 BFs/n and SNRs for
GW170608 using the TF2g, TF2g Tidal, TF2g SIQM, and
TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform models. The tidal and SIQM
terms do not a↵ect the Bayes factor and SNR.

log10 BFs/n SNR
TF2g (BBH in GR) 71.3 14.7
TF2g Tidal 69.9 14.7
TF2g SIQM 70.4 14.7
TF2g Tidal SIQM 69.2 14.7

A. Estimating tidal deformability and SIQMs for
GW170608

We show the results of low mass presumed BBH event
GW170608. We present posteriors of binary tidal de-
formability and the SIQM for GW170608. Figure 1 shows
posteriors of ⇤̃ for GW170608. We set fhigh = 180 Hz.
The posterior distribution of ⇤̃ for the TF2g Tidal wave-
form model (blue dot-dashed) is consistent with the one
for the TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model (red solid).
Adding the SIQM terms do not a↵ect the constraint on
the tidal deformability ⇤̃.

FIG. 2. Marginalized posterior PDFs of �s for
GW170608 using the TF2g SIQM (green, dotted) and
TF2g Tidal SIQM (red, solid) waveform models. We set
fhigh = 180 Hz. They are weighted by dividing the original
prior: uniform on �1,2. The original prior is also shown by
solid yellow curve. The peak of �s is shifted toward zero by
adding the tidal terms, since the spin becomes unmeasurable.

FIG. 3. Corner plot on the ⇤̃-�s plane for GW170608 us-
ing the TF2g Tidal SIQM waveform model by setting fhigh =
180 Hz. The contours correspond to 50% and 90% credible
regions. The constraints show that GW170608 is consistent
with BBH in GR (⇤̃ = �s = 0).

The tidal and SIQM terms do 
not affect the Bayes factor 
and SNR. 
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GR log10BFs/n SNR

PhenomD 
fhigh180 71.51 14.71

TF2g_Amp 
fhigh180 71.34 14.67
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